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James M. Cummins published "The Role of Maternal Mitochondria during Oogenesis,
Fertilization and Embryogenesis" 30 January 2002 in the journal Reproductive BioMedicine
Online. In the article, Cummins examines the role of the energy producing cytoplasmic
particles, organelles called mitochondria. Humans inherit mitochondria from their mothers,
and mechanisms have evolved to eliminate sperm [2] mitochondria in early embryonic
development. Mitochondria contain their own DNA (mtDNA) separate from nuclear DNA
(nDNA). Cummins's article describes how mitochondria influence the development of egg [3]
cells called oocytes. Mitochondria also function in the union of oocyte [4] and sperm [2], early
formation of the embryo, and in in vitro [5] fertilization [6] (IVF) techniques, such as the transfer
of donor cytoplasm into an oocyte [4] resulting in a technique called ooplasmic transfer.
In the years surrounding the publication of the article in 2002, Cummins researched the
evolution [7] of mitochondria and the co-evolution [7] of nDNA and mtDNA in humans [8].
Cummins states in the article that he was interested in early twenty-first century theories
about how mitochondrial evolution [7] affected egg [3] cell development, called oogenesis. He
was also interested in the union of egg [3] cells with sperm [2], called fertilization [6], as well as
the development of the embryo, or embryogenesis [9]. Cummins discusses the role of
mitochondria in cloning [10], and their functions in cytoplasmic and in nuclear transfer
technologies.
Cummins divided the article into eight sections, with an introduction discussing different roles
and functions of mitochondria. Cummins states that in addition to energy production,
mitochondria function in programmed cell death (apoptosis [11]) by controlling the release of an
essential protein called cytochrome c, which when released in the cell, induces apoptosis [11].
He also explains how the oocyte [4] develops in the female ovary [12] in a structure called a
follicle. In females from many species, when their follicles degrade, they lose their egg [3] cells.
Apoptosis regulates degradation of the follicle. To substantiate the role of mitochondria
outside of energy generation, Cummins cites other review articles that focus on different
aspects of mitochondria in the life cycle.
Cummins gives a brief evolutionary history of mitochondria in the second part of the article,
titled "Evolutionary History of Mitochondria." He argues that mitochondria evolved through the
symbiosis of two cells, a major group of bacteria (?-proteobacteria [13], or alphaproteobacteria
[13]), and primitive cells that had nuclei (ancestral proto-eukaryotic cells) that lived together for
mutual gain around two billion years ago. The ?-proteobacteria [13], with their ability to use
oxygen for energy production, enabled the proto-eukaryotic cells to survive in the oxygen that
was accumulating in the environment of the early Earth. Proto-eukaryotes probably exploited

the bacteria for food and the benefits of oxygen utilization emerged as a secondary benefit.
The incorporation of mitochondria into modern eukaryotic cells resulted in the loss of most,
but not all, of the bacteria's genes [14]. The bacterial genes [14] were lost completely if they were
not needed, or the genes [14] transferred to the nuclear DNA (n-DNA). Once mitochondria
transferred their genes [14] to the nDNA of the host cell, mitochondria could no longer live
independently. The remaining mitochondria genes [14] and the nuclear genes [14] co-evolved, a
process that required cooperation between the two genomes.
In the section "Control and Nuclear&Cytoplasmic Interactions" Cummins describes
mitochondria as semi-autonomous organelles, with each containing several copies of the
mtDNA genome [15]. The mitochondrial genome [15] is a circular genome [15] greater than 16,000
base pairs that code for thirty-seven genes [14]. Thirteen genes [14] code for proteins used in the
mitochondria to produce energy, two genes [14] code for subunits of structures to assemble
proteins, called ribosomes, made of ribosomal RNA (rRNA), and twenty-two genes [14] code for
the molecules that carry the protein building blocks, called transfer RNAs (tRNA). More than
200 control genes [14] are located in the nuclear genome [15] and control mitochondrial functions
like replication of the mitochondrial genome [15]. The control of the function of mtDNA involves
exchange of information between the nucleus [16] and the many copies of mtDNA. Chemical
changes (mutations) in either the mtDNA or the nDNA can lead to lethal disorders in humans [8]
, affecting the oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) pathway, which is the chemical pathway
mitochondria use to produce energy.
In the next section, "Oogenesis," Cummins reviews how egg [3] cells develop in human
females, a process that starts during fetal life. In a female fetus [17], primary germ cells [18]
become immature oocytes, called oogonia (singular: oogonium), which proliferate and
produce the primary oocytes. The number of primary oocytes in the fetal ovary [12] falls from
two million at birth to around 300,000 at puberty, and each cell contains approximately 6,000
mitochondria. At puberty, the growth and differentiation [19] of the egg [3] cells from primary
oocytes to mature oocytes takes place. A mature oocyte [4] in a human contains from 100,000
to 600,000 mitochondria that each contain one molecule of mtDNA. After fertilization [6] and
around day six of embryonic development, when mtDNA replication starts, the number of
mtDNA molecules increases rapidly in a process called a bottleneck. A bottleneck event
occurs when a population, in this case, a population of mitochondria, reduces to one or a few
individuals, and then rapidly amplifies from a small population to a large population.
In the "Oogenesis" section, Cummins presents an illustration that summarizes several reviews
representing the life cycles of mammalian mtDNA for both oocytes and sperm [2]. The figure
starts with the primary germ cell line, or the origin of oocytes, which Cummins claims probably
contain fewer than ten mitochondria each. The number of mitochondria increases to around
two hundred, with each primordial oocyte [4] (oogonium) containing from one to one hundred
mtDNA copies as it matures. In human females, from the fourth to the seventh month of fetal
life, oogonia divide by mitosis [20] and mtDNA multiply from between one to one hundred
mtDNA copies, to approximately 100,000 to 300,000 copies of mtDNA per cell.
The primary germ cells [18] in male humans [8], however, divide and produce sperm [2]. Sperm
mitochondria develop and grow during maturation, called spermatogenesis, and the sperm [2]
mitochondria have a protein called ubiquitin. At day two after fertilization [6], mtDNA
transcription starts. At three days after fertilization [6], enzymes that break down protein
(proteases) remove sperm [2] mitochondria that have ubiquitin. At five to six days after
fertilization [6], the fertilized egg [21] (zygote [22]) implants in the uterus [23] and mtDNA begins to

replicate itself, and one to ten mtDNA per cell becomes one hundred mtDNA per cell.
Cummins says that the behavior of mitochondria in human oocytes and embryos needs more
research because researchers do most of the studies in animals, as opposed to humans [8].
In the "Fertilization" section, Cummins mentions that eukaryotic cells maternally inherit
organelles such as mitochondria, and the cytoplasm because the egg [3] cell is much larger
than the sperm [2] cell, which contains mostly nucleus [16] and comparatively little cytoplasm. At
the union of male and female sex cells, called fertilization [6] in mammals, the sperm [2]
mitochondria marked with the protein ubiquitin enter the egg [3] but do not survive more than a
few days. Cummins states that researchers have not described the mechanism by which
molecules in egg [3] cells recognize ubiquitin and decompose paternal mitochondria. Cummins
also mentions that the mechanisms must differ across species because in interspecies
hybrids, the paternal mtDNA can survive.
In the section "Embryogenesis," Cummins discusses some factors that are involved in the
transition from maternal control of the embryo to semi-autonomous control of the embryo.
Scientists recognize mitochondria by the energy production of the mitochondria in the form of
Adenosine-5 Triphosphate (ATP), but Cummins says that the mitochondria's role in early
embryogenesis [9] is unclear. An early embryo does not seem to depend on mitochondria for
the first few cell divisions of the fertilized egg [21], called cleavage.
Oocytes and embryos require more than mitochondria to function in normal embryonic
development. Many other factors are involved in the development potential of the embryo
including oxygen supply, follicular growth dynamics, RNA transcription, and other factors that
change gene expression, called epigenetic factors. Cummins claims that understanding
events outside of the nucleus [16] in the cytoplasm is critical to understanding and controlling
embryogenesis [9] outside the body (in vitro [5]), and within the body (in vivo [24]).
In the next to the last section, called "Transmission and the Mitochondrial Bottleneck,"
Cummins discusses how the selective bottleneck of mtDNA in embryogenesis [9] influences
the inheritance of healthy, functional mitochondria. Each oocyte [4] receives a select number of
mtDNA molecules that rapidly expand during maturation, which produces mature oocytes.
The bottleneck of mtDNA in development may help mitochondria escape the accumulation of
deleterious mutations from asexual reproduction with high mutation rates, called Müller's
ratchet, after Hermann Müller who studied mutations while in the US during the early and mid
twentieth century.
In the final section, "Implications for Cloning and Ooplasmic Transfer," Cummins notes that
public alarm about cloning [10] humans [8] might lead to a backlash that could prevent
development of legitimate treatments for mitochondrial diseases. Despite the potential for
cloning [10] technologies that scientists can use to treat mitochondrial diseases, Cummins
cautions that unpredictable results may arise from attempts at cloning [10] by using the nucleus
[16] of a non-germ cell (somatic cell nuclear transfer [25]) without considering the specific
mitochondrial genes [14]. Cummins says that clinical attempts to rescue [26] poor quality oocytes
or embryos by injecting donor egg [3] cytoplasm, called ooplasmic transfer, also need similar
cautions. He notes that experiments of cytoplasmic transfer in mice suggest that some
mitochondrial combinations are compatible with normal development and function. Moreover,
cytoplasmic transfers in the early twenty-first century are untested, he says, and for many of
these treatments there is no suitable animal model. However, Cummins states that
proceeding with research despite a lack of previous studies is not new to in vitro [5] fertilization
[6]

(IVF) research. Cummins gives an example in which scientists introduced an IVF technique by
which they injected sperm [2] into an oocyte [4] directly, called intra-cytoplasmic sperm [2]
injection, with no prior animal studies. In the last section, Cummins argues that the coevolution [7] of the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes and the rapid mutation rate of mtDNA
drives the need for close co-operation of nuclear and mitochondrial genomes.
"The Role of Maternal Mitochondria during Oogenesis, Fertilization and Embryogenesis" is
one of a group of articles by Cummins and others that review the roles of mitochondria
oogenesis and embryogenesis [9]. Researchers often cited the article in other research and
review articles. The paper led to other works by Cummins and by others on the function of
mitochondria in oogenesis and the ethics of oocyte [4] rescue [26].
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